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ABSTRACT The reported NMR structure of RD3, a naturally occurring two-domain antifreeze protein, suggests that the two
nearly identical domains are oriented to allow simultaneous binding of their active regions to the ice surface. It is implied that the
nine residues linking the two domains play a role in this alignment, but this has not been established. We have designed and
expressed a modified form of RD3 that replaces the nine-residue linker with a generic sequence of one serine and eight glycine
residues to test the importance of the linker amino acid sequence. The modified linker is shown to have significantly different
characteristics compared to the original linker. Heteronuclear nuclear Overhauser effect experiments show that the new linker
residues havemoremobility than the linker residues in the native protein. Further, NMRdata show that the folding of theC-terminal
domain is somewhat perturbedby the altered linker. Finally, distributions of residual dipolar couplings indicate that the twodomains
tumble and move independently of each other. Nevertheless, the thermal hysteresis activity of the modified protein is indis-
tinguishable from that of native RD3, proving that increased activity of the two-domain antifreeze protein is not dependent on
structure of the linker.

INTRODUCTION

Antifreeze proteins (AFPs) are a structurally diverse group of

proteins. They have been isolated from a wide variety of or-

ganisms that are found in environments with ambient temper-

atures below the freezing point of water (1,2). These proteins

are unique in their ability to reduce the effective freezing

point of their aqueous solutions by an amount greater than

would be expected by colligative freezing point depression.

However, the melting temperature in AFP solutions remains

colligatively determined. The difference between the freez-

ing and melting temperatures is termed the thermal hysteresis

and is the most common measure of AFP activity. Although

these proteins have a wide variety of folding motifs and are

classified into six types based on their structure, they all

appear to function by binding to ice surfaces and kinetically

inhibiting crystal growth.

Although the mechanism of the protein-ice binding has

been researched for several decades, no unifying model has

been established. It is the current thinking that surface comple-

mentarity between the binding region of an AFP and specific

ice crystal planes leads to high affinity protein binding to the

ice surface, as in receptor-ligand interactions (2). For a pro-

tein to match the ice crystal lattice, it has been observed that

the protein binding regions tend to be relatively flat and

slightly hydrophobic (1,3).

The structure-function relationship of AFPs has been probed

by characterizing how structural differences among various

native isoforms and artificially produced mutants affect the

activity. Amino acid substitutions were used to determine the

residues that make up the ice binding region in the globular

Type III (4), the helical Type I (5), and insect (6) AFPs.

Repetitive AFPs, such as Type I AFP or AFGP, lend them-

selves to more systematic studies on scalable properties of

ice binding. By observing the difference in activity in helical

AFPs with different numbers of repeats, several groups dem-

onstrated that in general, the larger the extent of the ice

binding region the greater the activity. For example, Type I

AFP is an a-helical protein formed from 11-residue repeat

sequences, with the most common having three repeats. A

naturally occurring isoform with four repeats is significantly

more active (7). No Type I protein with less than three of the

11-residue repeats has been observed to have thermal hys-

teresis activity (8,9). Houston et al. did show that even though

a single repeat peptide did not show thermal hysteresis

activity, it did interact with ice by shaping the ice crystal (9).

The effect of differing numbers of coils has also been inves-

tigated in the b-helical insect AFPs (10,11). Using a Tenebrio
molitorAFP, Marshall et al. created isoforms which contained

between six and eleven coils of twelve residue repeats (11).

They showed that initially activity increased with length or

added repeats. However, lengthening the protein beyond nine

repeats led to decreases in activity, presumably due to accu-

mulating steric mismatch with the ice crystal face.

For globular proteins, it would be difficult to increase the

size of the binding region. However, it has been found that

one AFP natively comprises two globular domains attached

in tandem (12). The RD3 protein from the Antarctic eel pout

consists of two nearly identical Type III domains connected
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by a nine-residue linker. Using the same construction up to

four Type III domains have been connected in series (13).

The thermal hysteresis activity of RD3 at low concentrations

has been reported to be as much as six times a single domain

Type III protein (14). The three domain and four domain

constructs have even greater activity than RD3 (13).

The reported structure of RD3, as determined by NMR,

consists of the two domains oriented such that the binding

faces are nearly coplanar, but rotated ;45� (14). It was sug-
gested that this prealignment was important to the increased

activity of the protein. The structure also suggested that if

both domains bound simultaneously, they should be able to

bind the crystal lattice with different orientations. Recently,

a study, which artificially linked two Type III AFP domains,

demonstrated that both domains must bind to the surface to

be fully active (15).

To investigate the role of the linker on the activity of the

protein, we have designed and expressed RD3-G, a mutant

form of RD3, by replacing the nine-residue linker with one

serine and eight glycine residues to increase the linker free-

dom and reduce the ability of the linker to induce prealign-

ment. We demonstrate that the linker is flexible and that the

domains likely diffuse independently, although the activity is

indistinguishable from the native RD3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of DNA encoding for RD3-G

We synthesized the genes encoding the amino terminal domain plus native

linker (RD3Nl) (16) and the carboxy terminal domain (RD3C) of RD3, and

utilized them as templates for the construction of DNA to encode RD3-G. A

gene encoding RD3N plus part of the glycine-rich linker consisting of the

amino acid sequence GGGGSGGG (denoted as RD3N-G) was prepared by

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) utilizing i), a forward primer (59-GAG-
CTGCAGTTAACTTTAAG-39); ii), a reverse primer (59-GCCGCCCCCA-
GACCCGCCACCGCCTTCGTAGTTTTTAACCATGTC-39); and iii), our

previously prepared gene encoding RD3Nl in pKK-223-3UC as a template.

Likewise, the gene encoding a part of the glycine-rich linker sequence

(GGGSGGGG) plus RD3C (denoted as G-RD3C) was amplified by using i),

a forward primer (59-CGGTGGCGGGTCTGGGGGCGGCGGTTCCGTT-
GTTGCTAACCAGCTG-39); ii), a reverse primer (59-GCTAGTTATT-
GCTCAGCGG-39); and iii), the gene encoding RD3C in pET20b

(Novagen). These prepared PCR products (DNA fragments of RD3N-G

and G-RD3C) were combined by PCR. The recombination conditions were

one cycle at 94�C (1 min), three cycles at 94�C (1 min), 54�C (1 min), and

72�C (2 min). The combined DNA fragment (denoted as RD3-G) was

amplified by using a forward primer (59-GAGCTGCAGTTAACTTTAAG-
39) and a reverse primer (59-GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG-39). The purified
DNA fragment of RD3-G and pET20b (Novagen) were digested with NdeI

and BamHI restriction endonucleases, and ligated using T4 DNA ligase.

Expressions and purifications of the
recombinant multimers

The plasmid DNA was transformed into Escherichia coli strain BL 21

(DE3), which were grown at 28�C in LB medium supplemented with

ampicillin (100 mM) until the cell growth reached the early stationary phase.

To induce the expression of RD3-G, 0.5 mM of IPTG was added and the

cultures were grown at 28�C overnight. The purification of RD3-G was

performed as previously described (14). The culture medium was centri-

fuged at 4000 3 g for 30 min at 4�C, and the precipitated cell pellet

containing the inclusion body of RD3-G sonicated. After the sonication,

RD3-G was collected by centrifugation at 12,0003 g for 30 min at 4�C. The
precipitant was washed with 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA three

times, and dissolved into 100mMTris-HCl (pH 8.5) containing 6M guanidine

hydrochloride at room temperature. The dissolved RD3-G was diluted with 50

mMK2PO4 containing 100 mMNaCl (pH 10.7) at 4�C, followed by extensive
dialysis against 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 3.7) at 4�C. The precipitant formed

during dialysis was removed occasionally by centrifugation. The supernatant

containing AFP was loaded onto a high-S column (BIO-RAD), and the

column-bound AFP was eluted with a linear NaCl gradient (0–0.5 M) using

50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 3.7). The fractions containing the isolated

AFP were stored and dialyzed against 0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate (pH 7.9).

The purity and the molecular weights (14 kDa) of the samples were checked

by 16% SDS-PAGE.

NMR spectroscopy

A protein solution for NMR experiments was prepared from purified RD3-G

to a concentration of 0.9 mM in 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.8) with

10% D2O (v/v) and 2 mM sodium azide. For comparison, a solution of RD3

was prepared in the same buffer. These samples were stored at 5�C. NMR

spectra were obtained using Varian INOVA 500 and 600 MHz spectrom-

eters. Two-dimensional 15N HSQC spectra were obtained at 4� and 25�C.
These spectra are compared to previously reported and assigned HSQC spectra

of RD3 (16,17). Before and after each set of experiments 15N HSQC were

measured to ensure that no significant changes occurred to the protein sample.
15N heteronuclear NOE relaxation data was collected with the 500 MHz

spectrometer at 4�C. The two spectra, nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and

NoNOE were acquired in succession with a repetition delay of 5.0 s, and

saturation periods of 3.0 and 0.0 s, respectively. Spectra were obtained with

120 increments and 32 scans, and spectral widths of 6600 and 1650 Hz for
1H and 15N, respectively. NOE ratios were obtained as the peak intensity

ratio of NOE/NoNOE resonances, with errors based on spectral noise.

A solution sample for residual dipolar couplingmeasurements was prepared

by adding 75 ml of 51 mg/ml Pf1 filamentous phage (Profos, Regensburg,

Germany) to 200 ml of the RD3-G protein solution resulting in phage at a

concentration of 14 mg/ml. This concentration was sufficient to partially align

the protein resulting in measurable residual dipolar couplings. Spectra for

obtaining the RDC measurements were performed with the 600 MHz spec-

trometer at 4�C. Two different transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy

(TROSY) experimentswere utilized to obtain the two 1Hupfield components of

the 1H–15N multiplet (18). The 1H–15N coupling is measured from the

separation of the 15N downfield (TROSY) and upfield components. For both

solutions with and without phage, the two spectra were obtained sequentially

using identical spectrometer parameters, except for the number of transients.

Since the 15N upfield component expectedly was somewhat broader, more

transients were required to get an adequate signal to noise ratio comparable to

the standard TROSY peak. Data consisting of 180 increments of 512 complex

pointswere collected for eachexperimentwith spectralwidthsof 6600and1650

Hz for the 1H and 15N dimensions, respectively.

All spectra were identically processed through NMRPipe and analyzed in

NMRView. The peaks were labeled for each spectrum based on shifted

values from the reported assignments of RD3. (17). The 1H–15N coupling

was measured for each peak in both the aligned and unaligned samples. The

differences in peak separations between the two samples were taken to be the

residual dipolar couplings.

Activity measurements

Activity measurements were performed for the purified protein dissolved in

0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate (pH 7.9) using a nanoliter osmometer (model

OM 802, Vogel, Giessen, Germany). The freezing point determinations

were performed using a Leica DMLB 100 photomicroscope (Wetzlar,
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Germany) equipped with a Linkam LK600 temperature controller

(Waterfield, UK) and charge-coupled device camera. Three measurements

of the freezing (Tf) and melting (Tm) temperatures were obtained using fresh

samples at each concentration. Averaged values of the difference between

Tf and Tm were used for determination of the thermal hysteresis activity.

RESULTS

NMR spectroscopy was used to compare the structural and

dynamic properties of the modified AFP RD3-G to the native

two-domain protein RD3, which has previously been as-

signed and characterized (16,17). RD3 is comprised of two

small, nearly identical Type III AFP globular domains. Their

structure is described by a compact b-sheet fold (19,20),

which also has been named pretzel fold (21). The sequence

similarity between the two domains is 84%. In the wild-type

RD3, the two domains are separated by a nine-residue linker

sequence (DGTTSPGLK), which was replaced in this study

with a glycine rich sequence (GGGGSGGGG) making the

RD3-G mutant. The dispersion of peaks in the HSQC NMR

spectra of RD3-G suggests that the protein is well folded. In

comparing the spectrum with that of native RD3, the simi-

larity in the positions and relative intensities of peaks is clear

(Fig. 1). One obvious difference is that new peaks corre-

sponding to the glycines of the modified linker appear. These

are clustered around 109 ppm and 8.3 ppm for the 15N and
1H chemical shifts, respectively. Additionally, the peaks from

the replaced linker residues are no longer present. The 15N

chemical shift for a random coil glycine preceded by another

glycine is expected to be at 108.7 ppm, whereas it should be

slightly higher when preceded by glutamic acid (108.9 ppm)

or serine (109.9 ppm); the 1H chemical shifts are 8.41, 8.56,

and 8.57 ppm when preceded by glycine, glutamic acid, and

serine, respectively (22).

A second observation is that a small number of peaks

shifted compared to RD3. Excluding the linker, chemical

shifts for 20 residues differ by at least 15 Hz versus native

RD3. Closer examination reveals that 16 of these chemical

shift changes are for residues in the carboxy terminal domain,

whereas the remaining four (residues E36, N62, Y63, and

E64) are in close spatial proximity to the linker in the amino-

terminal domain. This suggests that the changes in the linker

somewhat perturbed the folding of the carboxy terminal

domain while leaving the amino-terminal domain relatively

unchanged. However, since most of the shifts are relatively

small and none of the ice binding residues is affected (Fig. 2),

it suggests that the overall fold and stability of the protein is

not significantly altered.

Further evidence of the glycine-rich linker affecting the

folding of the carboxy terminal domain is a slow spectral

change observed when the protein sample is warmed. When

the solution temperature was increased to 25�C, peaks from
residues in the second domain slowly lost intensity over sev-

eral hours, and other peaks (previously unobserved) began to

appear. The intensity of peaks from the amino terminal do-

main remained constant throughout. In contrast, the spectra

of native RD3 are stable at 25�C. It is unknown what the

nature of the second state is (it may be a second stably folded

conformation, a molten globule, or fully unfolded domain),

FIGURE 1 RD3-G 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum (black) overlaying that of

RD3 (red). Experiments were performed at 4�C and pH 6.8. The peak

positions are nearly identical for both proteins with the exception of the

cluster of peaks observed around 109 ppm 15N and 8.5 ppm 1H. These

originate from the glycine residues that replace the residues of the native

linker, which are labeled by residue number.

FIGURE 2 RD3-G structures based on the solution structure of RD3

(PDB 1C8A) in (A) backbone and (B) surface representations. The linker

region is colored blue and the ice-binding face is turquoise. Resonance

frequencies of residues that are shifted by at least 15 Hz (greater than half the

peak width) from the corresponding peak in RD3 are colored yellow. All but

four of these residues are in the carboxy terminal domain, and none are

residues that comprise the ice binding face. Side chains are only shown for

the highlighted residues, and no protons are displayed. Prepared with SPDB

Viewer 3.7 and rendered with POV-Ray.
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but the conversion appears to be reversible upon lowering

the temperature. Characterization of this structure is beyond

the focus of this study since it occurs at nonphysiological

temperatures high above solution freezing points.

Thermal hysteresis measurements of RD3-G corroborate

theNMRdata that suggests that the protein is folded properly.

These measurements demonstrate that replacing the native

linker with the glycine linker does not alter the activity of the

protein. Fig. 3 shows a direct comparison between the thermal

hysteresis of native RD3 and that of RD3-G at concentrations

up to 0.3 mM.

Dynamics of the protein backbone were characterized

using heteronuclear NOE relaxation measurements. A ratio

of 1.0 indicates that there is no mobility of the N-H bond,

and the lower the ratio, the greater the mobility of the bond.

Simple Brownian tumbling of a well-folded protein will re-

sult in NOE ratios of ;0.7 for 500 MHz field strength.

Portions of a protein that can move independently, such as

terminal residues, will have lower ratios. Measurements were

made for each residue with a backbone NH. The NOE ratios

for the domains of RD3-G and native RD3 (Fig. 4) fall

within the expected range for a well-folded protein; however,

the linker regions are significantly lower. Since no specific

assignment was achieved for the spectral peaks correspond-

ing to the new glycine residues in the linker, the eight glycine

peaks were ordered such that the NOE ratios were a mini-

mum in the middle of the linker, similar to native RD3. It is

stressed that this may not be the correct assignment, but that

in comparison to the native linker, it is the most plausible as-

signment. In any case, these data reveal that the backbone of

the linker region is relatively flexible compared to the well-

folded domains. Further comparing the NOE ratios of the

native linker and the glycine-rich linker, it is also observed

that the latter is more flexible as judged by the significantly

lower NOE ratios. As the glycines have no significant side

chains to impede chain motion this additional flexibility is

expected.

Residual dipolar couplings were measured for 61 residues,

35 in the amino terminal domain and 26 in the carboxy

terminal domain. RDCs for many residues could not be de-

termined because of the significant overlap of the peaks of

the two domains. Resonance overlap also made it impossible

to obtain RDCs for the linker region. The RDC values are

plotted in Fig. 5 against the residue number. It is evident

from this plot that the distribution of RDCs is different for

the two domains. Firstly, equivalent residues or positions in

the amino and carboxy terminal domains exhibit largely dif-

fering RDC values, which suggest differing orientations of

the domains with respect to the alignment tensor. Secondly,

the carboxy terminal domain has a narrower distribution cen-

tered at a higher value than the amino terminal domain. The

distribution of RDCs depends primarily on the degree and

symmetry of the protein alignment. For a protein that aligns

as a single unit, the RDCs should fall within a singleFIGURE 3 Thermal hysteresis activity of RD3 and RD3-G.

FIGURE 4 15N heteronuclear NOE relaxation data for (A) RD3 and (B)
RD3-G. The NOE ratios are plotted against the residue number, with the

linker residues as open circles. For residues in a stably folded protein the

value should be;0.7. The lower the value the more mobility the residue has.

The low values for the linker region in both RD3 and RD3-G indicate that

the linker is relatively flexible and unstructured. Additionally, the glycine-

rich linker of the RD3-G has significantly lower ratios indicating that it is

more flexible than the native linker of RD3.
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distribution. If two regions of the protein can move inde-

pendent of each other, however, they can align independently

which may result in two distinct RDC distributions. Thus, the

present observation of different RDC distributions here is in-

dicative of an independent movement of the two domains.

DISCUSSION

This set of experiments on the modified RD3 antifreeze pro-

tein was performed to help elucidate the origin of the hy-

peractivity of the two-domain Type III antifreeze protein.

The multimerization of the type III domains, as reported by

Nishimiya et al., demonstrates that increased numbers of

domains leads to increased activity, at least up to a certain

point (13).

Some light was shed on the mechanism through which an

extra domain leads to enhanced activity through elegant

experiments performed by Baardsnes et al. (15). Using an

isoform of Type III AFP different from RD3, two identical

domains were connected using the RD3 linker motif. This

construction showed two times the activity compared to the

single domain protein. When one of the two domains is in-

activated by point mutations, the activity of the protein is

reduced to only 1.2 times that of the single domain AFP. This

indicates the greater size of the protein, independent of the

extra binding region, cannot account for the entire increase in

activity. An additional construct was prepared where two

domains were connected through a disulfide bond between

cysteine residues engineered into the C-terminal end of the

proteins, far from the binding region. This leaves both of the

active binding regions free to interact with the ice surface,

but restricts their mobility thereby preventing both domains

from binding simultaneously. Again, this led to a reduction

in activity to only 1.2 times that of a single domain Type III

AFP. It is concluded that simultaneous binding of the two

domains is necessary to generate the full increase in activity,

presumably by doubling the binding site area.

Since it has been demonstrated that having two active

domains that can simultaneously bind to the ice surface is

important in producing the activity of RD3, this raises the

question as towhether the domains actually behave as a single

binding face (a simple doubling of the binding site area), or

whether it is better described as two independent binding

domains which are simply confined to a certain distance from

each other by the linker. This makes a difference in the theo-

retical treatment of the ice-protein interaction. If the domains

act as a single binding entity, the doubling of the binding area

should increase the binding affinity of the protein, as for

repetitive type proteins with additional repeats. However, if

they bind independently, binding affinity for each domain

would remain the same as the single domain protein, but since

there are two binding regions, the avidity would increase.

Once one domain is bound, the second domain is confined to a

small region near the surface leading to an increased effective

concentration, increasing the probability of binding and de-

creasing the probability of the entire protein from desorbing.

If thedomainsbehave as a singlebinding face, somestructural

component must orient them so that they bind as one unit. The

reported structure of RD3 determined byNMR suggests that the

domains are aligned (14). The binding faces are coplanar, but

rotated close to 45� to each other. If RD3 binds to the ice crystal
with this orientation, it implies that the binding region could

interact with an ice plane with a different orientation. This is a

remarkable claim, since it has been suggested that the bind-

ing region has high specificity for a specific orientation on the

ice surface, and the ice crystal lattice is chiral. If both domains

bind to the same ice plane, it would be expected that the domains

bind with the same orientation on the crystal lattice.

Ourdata are thefirst to show twoType III domains connected

by a nonnative linker resulting in the same thermal hysteresis

activity as the native RD3 protein. In previous experiments,

only domains connected with the native linker successfully

reproduced the hyperactivity of native RD3. Since there is no

decreased activitywith the new linker, any structuring based on

linker composition is not responsible for holding the domains in

a specific configuration. This is reasonable since the NOE

relaxation data further shows that the native linker is relatively

flexible and also unlikely to be structured. If the linker were not

structurally capable of independently constraining the domains,

other interactions such as interdomain contacts would be

necessary for domainprealignment. Several interdomainNOEs

were observed in RD3 resulting in calculated structures with

domain-prealignment (14). An alternative interpretation may

be that the NOEs are the result of weak or transient interactions

instead of strong interactions that lead to theprealignment of the

domains. Our data cannot exclude either of these interpreta-

tions. Furthermore, RD3 and RD3-G possibly differ in these

contacts, as supported by the subtle chemical shift differences

between these proteins (Fig. 1). Complete assignments of

RD3-G, further experiments, and a full comparison of data of

both proteins will be required to determine whether these inter-

actions are present and comparable in RD3-G and RD3.

FIGURE 5 A plot of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) of RD3-G that is

slightly aligned in a filamentous phage solution. The RDCs are plotted

against the residue numbers illustrating the difference in the distribution

of values between the amino terminal domain (solid circles) and carboxy

terminal domain (open circles).
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The residual dipolar coupling data for RD3-G suggest that

the prealignment, if it occurs at all, is not a rigid alignment.

The domains are to some extent able to align independently,

and this could suggest that the domains are able to freely

sample all the conformational space made accessible by the

flexible linker. Since RD3-G is less confined by its linker, yet

has the same thermal hysteresis as RD3, this questions the

previous conclusion that RD3 prealignment is responsible

for its increased activity. We suggest that even in the pres-

ence of a more restricting linker, prealignment may not play

a significant role in the protein activity. In other words, the

increased activity of the two-domain antifreeze proteins may

be due primarily to an increase in avidity and not an increase

in affinity for the ice surface. This is clearly different than the

mechanism observed from other experiments where activity

of helical AFPs was increased or decreased by respectively

adding or removing residues (7–11). In those constructs it is

a clear change in the area of binding that corresponds to

changes in affinity. This may explain why the relative increase

in thermal hysteresis for RD3 compared to single domain AFP

diminishes at high concentrations and plateaus at maximal

hysteresis values identical to those of equivalent monomeric

domains. In contrast, maximum hysteresis remains signifi-

cantly different even at high concentrations if one compares

helical proteins with differing number of repeats or coils.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully replaced the nine residue linker con-

necting the two nearly identical domains of the RD3 antifreeze

protein with a glycine rich linker. The linker has significantly

more backbone flexibility than the native linker, as measured

by heteronuclear NOE relaxation experiments. Measurement

of RDCs suggest that the domains have significant degree of

independence. Nevertheless, the modified linker does not alter

antifreeze functional activity of the protein. The reported pre-

alignment of native RD3 domains as determined by solution

NMR does not appear necessary for the heightened activity of

RD3. This casts doubt as to whether the two RD3 domains are

strongly prealigned, and howmuch this influences the resulting

activity. Only a conclusive study of the domain alignment of

native RD3 will answer these questions.
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